THE YANNIS BEHRAKIS
PHOTOJOURNALISM
GRANTS
Are you passionate
about photojournalism?
Reuters is seeking to develop the next
generation of photojournalists to
produce original, visual stories from
around the world.
We are offering ten grants of $8,000 USD for
photojournalists and students to produce a photo
project and develop their visual storytelling skills.
Successful stories will be distributed globally –
reaching billions of people – on Reuters platforms,
and Reuters Pictures editors will mentor recipients
throughout their projects.
Grantees will additionally receive Reuters
instruction, including reporting and hostile
environment training.
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THE YANNIS BEHRAKIS PHOTOJOURNALISM GRANTS
Yannis Behrakis was one of Reuters best-loved and most decorated
photographers, who helped launch the Reuters Photojournalism
Grants in 2017. He passed away early in 2019 at the age of 58.
Reuters is paying tribute to Yannis by expanding the program and
has renamed it The Yannis Behrakis Photojournalism Grants.
THE CANDIDATE
• Any passionate photojournalist or photojournalism student, 35 years old
or younger.

• Reuters seeks diverse candidates from all backgrounds and is excited to
work with emerging talent who can tell stories from new perspectives.

• Candidates must demonstrate an ability to successfully conceive and
complete their grant project.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
yy Applicants must submit a 30-40 picture portfolio, a detailed story
proposal and a CV.

yy The project can be a work in progress or a new idea. A project focused on
a subject in a community or location within close proximity that can be
completed in a few weeks or months, is advisable.

TO APPLY

Email your CV, cover letter with story proposal and portfolio via a Dropbox
link to ReutersPhotoGrant@tr.com.

APPLICATION PERIOD

9 September 2019 to 31 December 2019
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Reuters, the news and media division of Thomson
Reuters, is the world’s largest multimedia news
provider reaching billions of people every day.
Reuters provides trusted business, financial, national
and international news to professionals via desktops,
the world’s media organizations and directly to
consumers at Reuters.com and via Reuters TV.
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